Newsletter - January 2019

Greetings to all our Motswiri friends

For those of you who were unable to be here with us during the past two months, here are some of
our memorable moments:

Our rainy season has started and the bush has transformed into a green wonderland.
It is amazing to see how little rain is needed for the bush to just explode into a lush paradise. We
have been having some jaw-dropping lightning storms to go along with all the rain. Although it can be
scary, it makes for great photographic opportunities and even leave a lot of moisture in the air that
creates these unbelievable sunsets.

The Kwandwe and Monomogholo male Lions have officially taken over the south west of the park! They
have driven the Chimbro males very far to the east, which provided them some extra time with the females
on this side of the Park on more than one occasion.

It will be very interesting to see what will happen to their females from the north…...
It is possible that they can run both prides, but it will be a “super lion” effort for them to keep other males
out from both sides of the ridge. These Lions, in their prime, have been moving between the two territories
daily. We would find them with the females from the north the one day and the next day they will be in the
south with the other females. They are by far the fittest lions in the park by now.

The Matlapa lioness, who gave birth to three boys 3 years ago here in Madikwe, has returned to her original
pride. She successfully managed to get her 3 boys to the point where they are almost ready to leave her and
go in search of territories of their own. It will be very interesting to see how they cope without their “legend”
mom.

Last year over Christmas time the reserve released 3 female Cheetahs. It was one of the best
Christmas presents that we could have gotten.
This year, Saint Nick visited us again…. but this time there were 5 new Wild dog males under the
tree!
Five new wild dogs!! This is amazing news.
They are currently still in the boma under close supervision from Park management but will be
released soon. Hopefully this will provide the Park with two different wild dog packs in the near
future. As only the alpha female is allowed to give birth in a pack, we hope that some of the other
females will join the “new” males to form a new pack.
With two packs, there will be two females giving birth every year, doubling the population growth
potential.

But it is not only the Big Five that fascinates our guests…... When our guides find these Flap-necked
Chameleons on the evening drive, even the most enthusiastic “Big Five” follower can stare at them in
awe. Especially when you find one as small as this one in the photo that fits comfortably on our
guide’s finger.

Camp news: Our resident Klipspringer couple brought their new baby into the world in middle
December 2018.
It was still in hiding when we managed to get this photo. Since then, Jerry & Bella have brought this
little bundle of fluff out into the open and “he or she” is getting use to the lodge hustle and bustle.
As we are currently unsure of the gender, one of our guests on Facebook suggested calling it – Naledi
– which means “Star”.
We think it might be a fitting name for this little one.

The “Festive Season” is a very busy time around the lodge.
We had guests from all over the world and had the privilege of spending some time with them in the
bush.
On Christmas Eve, we set a “family-styled” table – decorated with pure South African proteas and of
course Christmas crackers and lots of chocolates.

Our chefs prepared a Buffet-style dinner on the Leadwood deck beneath a starry sky and Head Chef,
Rudi, carved the turkey as guests tucked into a scrumptious meal.

We wish all our Motswiri friends and future guests, a joyous 2019!

Come and join us here at Motswiri for more adventures and maybe you can also be lucky to share an
African sunset with a Lion roaring in the background or a Giraffe creating a silhouette for your photo
in the fading evening light.

Warm bush greetings.
The Motswiri team.

